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Thursday, 19 April 2018

10:30 – 11:00 Welcome/ Recent activities of our research group

11:00 – 12:00 Patrik Aspers: State-of-the-art article: How are markets fashioned?

12:00 – 13:15 Lunch at ZiF

13:15 – 15:15 Michele Battisti: Technological and Organizational Change and the Careers of Workers
Graham Hollinshead/ Sven Kesselring: The World is Bumpy; Labour Hierarchy and Global Value Chains in the International Software Development Industry

15:15 – 15:45 Coffee and Cake

15:45 – 17:00 Group discussion on publishing research group results

18:00 Dinner at ZiF

Friday, 20 April 2018

10:00 – 12:30 Ursula Mense-Petermann: Eastern European Service Contract Workers in the German Meat Industry – A Case Study in Market Making of a Transnational Labour Market
Coffee Break
Karen Shire/ Sylvia Walby: A market sociology of human trafficking – a critical perspective on demand and consent in the exploitation of the vulnerabilities of gendered others

12:30 – 13:30 Lunch at ZiF
13:30 – 16:00  Rebecca Gumbrell-McCormick/ Richard Hyman: *Trade unions as organised market actors*

Coffee Break

Eleonore Kofman: *Scales and the (Re)making of Labour Markets*

------------------------------------------------

19:00  Dinner Downtown | Restaurant „Heinrich sein Enkel“, Rolandstraße 20, 33615 Bielefeld (self pay)

------------------------------------------------